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Abst ract - -A  new model for asset returns is introduced to accommodate markets with some 
arbitrage opportunities. It concerns capital market systems in which the conditionally exponential 
dependence (CED) property can be attached to each investor. Universal characteristics of global 
returns are derived. 
Keywords - -F inanc ia l  modeling, Asset returns, Stochastic CED systems, Weibull distributions, 
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It  is well known that  asset returns are not normal ly  distr ibuted,  but  this information has been 
downplayed or rat ional ized away over the years to maintain the t radi t ional  hypothesis  that  asset 
prices follow the geometr ic Brownian motion, which implies that  asset prices are log-normal ly 
d istr ibuted.  The analysis of the frequency distr ibut ions of returns shows, however, that  this is 
not the case. There are observed far too many large up-and-down changes at all frequencies for 
ti le normal  curve to be fitted to these data. 
In a search for sat isfactory descriptive models of financial data,  large numbers of d istr ibut ions 
have been tr ied and many new distr ibut ions have been discovered. Classes of d istr ibut ional  types 
have been constructed and these often serve to direct the search process for a suitable choice 
(see [1,2] and references therein).  To fit given data  well through the choice of a "good distr ibut ion" 
is a reasonable problem to work on, but it is indeed a more challenging task to explain returns'  
data  through the use of a stat ist ical  model  that  predicts the data 's  main characterist ics.  To deal 
with such a problem, we propose a new model  of the asset market  based on the idea of local 
condit ional ly  exponent ia l  dependence (CED) property  of complex systems. This  idea has been 
appl ied recently in the context of universal dynamical  behavior of physical systems (see [3,4]). 
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In ARCH and GARCH models, the effects of shocks on the conditional variance of a financial 
time series typically decay in an exponential manner and are long lasting [5,6]. For heavy tailed 
stable GARCH models (see [7]). The dependence in the CED model measured by the conditional 
return excess decays similarly as in ARCH models in an exponential way, but reflects both short 
as well as long range effects. This new probabilistic idea concerns ystems in which the behavior 
of each individual entity strongly depends on its short- and long-range random interactions. 
The model is a discrete time economy with a finite number of trading dates from time 0 to 
time T and its uncertainty has a global impact on the market index (for example, S ~ P) daily 
returns on the interval [0, T]. Let Rig be the positive (or the absolute value of negative) part 
of the ith agent's return. The economy is populated by a finite, but a large number N of agents 
(investors) on the market whose beliefs satisfy the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. For the i th investor, the following CED property holds: 
¢iN (r I a, b) P (Rig > r [ Ai a, bN 1 max (B~ i i = _ = , . . . ,  Bi_l ,  B i+l , . . .  , BiN) = b) (1) 
= exp ( -  [a min(r, b)]C), 
where r, a, b are nonnegative constants, bN is a suitable, positive normalizing constant, and 
c ~_ 1. The range of the exponent c is justified by the reversion tendency of the market. 
ASSUMPTION 2. We assume that there are N investors, each with a different investment horizon 
("short-range interaction") affected by a different information set ('qong-range interaction") and 
N --* oo. The investment horizon of the investor is reflected by the random variable Ai, while 
{B~,j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, j  ~ i} reflect the information flow to this investor. 
The probability that the return RiN will be not less than r is conditioned by the value a taken 
by the random variable Ai, and by the value b taken by the maximum of the set of random 
variables {B~,j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N , j  ¢ i}. Therefore, (1) can be rewritten as follows: 
1, for r = 0, 
¢iN(r [a,b) -- exp(-(ar)C), for r < b, (2) 
exp(-(ab)C), for r > b, 
i.e., the conditional return excess ¢iN(r a, b) decays exponentially with a decay rate a and 
exponent c as r tends to the value b. Then, it takes a constant value << 1. The basic statistical 
assumption is the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 3. The random variables A1, A2,. .. and B~, B~,.. . form independent sequences of 
nonnegative, independent, identically distributed (lid)random variables. The variables R IN , . . . ,  
RNN are also nonnegative, lid for each N. 
Assumption 3 can be partially justified by the following argument. Institutional trading is 
a major factor in the determination of security prices. If professional investment managers 
have similar beliefs, then the iid distributions assumption may hold as a first approximation. 
Professional managers are likely to have similar beliefs because they have access to a similar 
information sources. This uniformity of information over time would tend to generate similar 
beliefs. 
Let us stress, however, that the above relationship of each RiN with Ai and max(B] , . . . ,  B~_I, 
B~+ 1 . . . . .  B~v ) (see (1)), incorporates the dependence on external conditions. Note that (1) 
precisely defines the meaning of random variables related by it. It does not hold for sets of any 
arbitrarily chosen variables. If RiN has to denote a return, then Ai -- a has the sense of an 
individual risk aversion factor and 
bN -1 max (B[, B* • " ,  ~- I ,B~+I, ." ,BiN) =b, 
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the sense of a submarket maximal risk factor given by 
~0 °° 
¢ig(r  I b) = t in  (r I a, b) dFA(a), 
where FA is the common distribution function (but unknown!) of the sequence of random vari- 
ables {A~}. The cut-off at r = b in (2) takes into the considerations unlimited returns with a 
small, but nonzero probability. Thus, it may represent an arbitrage opportunity. 
THEOREM 1. Let the globM behavior of the asset market be given by 
0(r) = lim P (rN min (/~IN . . . .  ~NN) >_ r), (3) N---*~ 
where rN is a suitable, positive normalizing constant. Under the above assumptions, the func- 
tion ¢(r), fulfills the following Global Return Equation (CRE): 
~-( r )  :--o~)~(/~r)a-1 ( - -exp  (--(/~?~ c~) )0( r ) ,  (4) 
where the parameters A > O, k > O, and c~ = c~'c(c > 1,0 < c~' _< 1) are determined by the 
limiting procedure in (3). 
It is a straightforward result that the solution of equation (4) has the following integral form: 
1  xp( 
¢(r) =exp -~ j0  (5) 
Hence, the function ¢(r) monotonically decreases from ¢(0) = 1 to ¢(oo) = 0. 
Observe that (3) defines the return excess P( / )  _> r) of a system as a whole, where/~ represents 
the global return. The derivative f ( r )  = - ~-~¢ (r) represents he frequency distribution (probability 
density) o f / )  . It is easy to check that the density f ( r )  exhibits the two power-laws 
{ ()~r) a-l, for Ar << 1, 
f ( r )  ~ (,Xr) -(~/k)-l, for Ar >> 1. (6) 
Hence, the global return (GR) distribution F(r) is characterized by the three parameters c~, A, 
and k. Here c~ is the shape and k the scale parameter, respectively. At this point, let us stress 
the role of the parameter k. It decides how fast the information flow is spread out in the market; 
k ~ 0 denotes the case when the long-range interaction is neglected. So, there are no unlimited 
returns on the market. If k --* 0, equation (4) takes the form ~(r )  = -c~(Ar)~-lO(r) with the 
solution O(r) = exp[-(Ar)~]. Thus, in the case when k -* 0, the probability density of the global 
return obtains the well-known form of the Weibull density 
f ( r )  = aA(Ar) ~-1 exp ( - (Ar)~) ,  (7) 
and the following specific cases are observed. 
• If c~' = 1 (As is a nonrandom variate), then c~ = c. 
• If c~ = 1, then f ( r )  = Aexp( -Ar ) - - the  density of the global return has the exponential 
tail for Ar >> 1. 
• If c~ = 2, then f ( r )  = 2A2r exp( - (Ar)2) - - the density of the global return has the normal 
tail for Ar >> 1 . 
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In general, the parameter 0 < c~ I < 1 slows down, in comparison with an individual investor, 
the return rate c~,k(Ar) a-1 of the global market return distribution. Let us observe that the 
inclusion of unlimited returns (k > 0) changes essentially the tail of the density f ( r )  for Ar >> 1. 
Both solutions, equations (6) and (7), have the same behavior for ,~r << 1. Thus, the above 
discussion explains well the special role of the Weibull distribution in modeling of asset returns 
for markets with no arbitrage (see [1D. However, our model eads one step further introducing the 
new type of return distribution completely described by GRE (4). It exhibits the two power-laws 
property (6) of the density of the global returns, evident in the empirical data. 
EXAMPLE. To illustrate the typical characteristics of the global market returns, we consider 
7421 S g_4 P 500 composite daily returns during the period from July 2, 1962 to December 31, 
1991. They are split into 3879 positive and 3495 negative returns; there are also 47 zero returns. 
Applying the CED model separately to both data sets, we obtain the following parameters: 
and 
a + = 1.093, A+ = 1.616, k + = 0.273, 
a -  = 1.129, A- = 1.618, k-  = 0.322. 
for positive and absolute values of negative returns, respectively. This is in accordance with an 
earlier fitting study given in [1, Table 6.4]. The double logarithmic plot of empirical density 
(kernel estimator) of S ~4 P 500 composite daily returns vs. rank is shown in Figure 1 for positive 
returns. It visualizes the two power-laws property (6) for small and large returns, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Log-log plot of the empirical density for S ~4 p 500 composite daily positive 
returns. 
Unfortunately, the form of ¢(r) given by (5) does not indicate directly any commonly known 
probability distribution function. However, it can be shown its close relationship with a two- 
parameter Pareto distribution. Indeed, taking into account wo terms in the series expansion of 
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the exponential  term exp x -1 in the integrand, one obtains the approximate form 
Ca(r) = [1 + k(Ar)a] -1/k = 1 - F1/k,a(r) 
of the solution of (4). So, the GR distr ibut ion F(r) = 1 - ¢(r) can be approximated by 
she two-parameter Pareto distr ibut ion F1/k,~(r). Observe that  l imr-- ,0(¢(r)) /(¢a(r))  = 1 and 
limr~oo(¢(r))/(¢a(r)) = exp[- (1  - 3')/k], where 3' = 0.577216.. .  is the Euler gamma constant.  
Hence, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The GR distribution function F(r), determined by the GRE (4), is web ap- 
proximated by the following two-parameter Pareto distribution function F1/k,~(r ) = 1 - [1 + 
]~()~r)c~] -- (1/k ) 
{ F(1/k),~(r), for Ar << 1, 
F( r )  = e-(x- ' r ) /k)F(1/k) ,a(r) ,  for Ar >> 1. (8) 
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